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ABSTRACT

Rainfall rate estimates from spaceborne microwave radiometers are generally accepted as reliable by a
majority of the atmospheric science community. One of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
facility rain-rate algorithms is based upon passive microwave observations from the TRMM Microwave
Imager (TMI). In Part I of this series, improvements of the TMI algorithm that are required to introduce
latent heating as an additional algorithm product are described. Here, estimates of surface rain rate,
convective proportion, and latent heating are evaluated using independent ground-based estimates and
satellite products. Instantaneous, 0.5°-resolution estimates of surface rain rate over ocean from the im-
proved TMI algorithm are well correlated with independent radar estimates (r �0.88 over the Tropics), but
bias reduction is the most significant improvement over earlier algorithms. The bias reduction is attributed
to the greater breadth of cloud-resolving model simulations that support the improved algorithm and the
more consistent and specific convective/stratiform rain separation method utilized. The bias of monthly
2.5°-resolution estimates is similarly reduced, with comparable correlations to radar estimates. Although the
amount of independent latent heating data is limited, TMI-estimated latent heating profiles compare
favorably with instantaneous estimates based upon dual-Doppler radar observations, and time series of
surface rain-rate and heating profiles are generally consistent with those derived from rawinsonde analyses.
Still, some biases in profile shape are evident, and these may be resolved with (a) additional contextual
information brought to the estimation problem and/or (b) physically consistent and representative data-
bases supporting the algorithm. A model of the random error in instantaneous 0.5°-resolution rain-rate
estimates appears to be consistent with the levels of error determined from TMI comparisons with collo-
cated radar. Error model modifications for nonraining situations will be required, however. Sampling error
represents only a portion of the total error in monthly 2.5°-resolution TMI estimates; the remaining error
is attributed to random and systematic algorithm errors arising from the physical inconsistency and/or
nonrepresentativeness of cloud-resolving-model-simulated profiles that support the algorithm.
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1. Introduction

In Olson et al. (2006, hereinafter Part I), an improved
method for inferring precipitation and atmospheric la-
tent heating profiles from satellite passive microwave
radiometer measurements was described, and random
errors resulting from algorithm and sampling deficien-
cies were estimated. This method represents the cur-
rent [version 6 (or V6)] Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) facility algorithm applied to passive
microwave observations from the TRMM Microwave
Imager (TMI) over oceanic regions. The preceding
TMI algorithm [version 5 (V5)] produced estimates of
surface rain rates and vertical precipitation profiles but
not latent heating profiles. In addition to TMI algo-
rithm improvements, Part I also describes components
of a model to describe the random errors in (a) instan-
taneous half-degree algorithm estimates suitable for
data assimilation applications, and (b) monthly 2.5°-
resolution algorithm estimates, designed for climate
analyses. The error estimates in Part I are largely theo-
retical, based upon the algorithm’s Bayesian formula-
tion and applications of the algorithm to synthetic data.

In addition to the TMI, the TRMM observatory in-
cludes the first spaceborne weather radar, or precipita-
tion radar (PR). Because the PR provides much higher
resolution depictions of both vertical and horizontal
precipitation structures than the TMI, rain-rate esti-
mates based upon PR observations should in principle
provide more accurate estimates of precipitation. How-
ever, contamination of the PR observations by surface
backscatter at off-nadir viewing angles restricts the
PR’s useful swath width to approximately 215 km for a
nominal TRMM satellite altitude of 350 km. By con-
trast, the TMI and most current satellite microwave
imagers are conically scanning, which allows for uni-
form-resolution observations over swaths �103 km
wide for nominal satellite altitudes. Because of their
limited swath width and additional weight and power
consumption, spaceborne radars assume the role of
“calibrators” of passive microwave precipitation esti-
mates, while the passive radiometers, already a compo-
nent of several polar-orbiting observatories, provide
more extensive sampling of precipitation events over
the globe.

Although the PR provides an extensive set of com-
parative data, passive microwave estimates of precipi-
tation and latent heating can also be evaluated using
independent estimates derived from ground-based ra-
dars (including single- and dual-Doppler configura-
tions) and rawinsonde observation networks. As part of
TRMM, radar data are collected continuously at four
ground validation sites in the Tropics. These data have

been supplemented by dual-Doppler radar and rawin-
sonde observations from field campaigns in the South
China Sea (SCS), western Brazil, and the vicinity of the
Kwajalein Atoll.

Here, in the second part of this series, V6 and V5
TMI-estimated rain rates and latent heating profiles are
compared with coincident estimates from both ground-
based systems and PR-based algorithms as a test of
consistency. It is not possible to “validate” the TMI
estimates in a strict sense, because validation requires
comparison with independent measurements that have
much less uncertainty than the TMI estimates, and this
is not always the case. On the other hand, the indepen-
dent measurements do provide a useful reference to
help identify possible biases and the general levels of
uncertainty associated with the TMI estimates, and al-
gorithm random errors derived from the independent
measurements can be related to the theoretical error
estimates of Part I. Also, the independent data are used
to illustrate the changes in rain-rate estimates derived
from the current V6 TMI method relative to the previ-
ous technique from which it is descended (V5). The two
parts of this series, taken together, provide a more com-
plete picture of the strengths and limitations of the TMI
algorithm and how errors in precipitation/latent heating
estimates can be quantified for applications such as
data assimilation and climate analysis.

In section 2, the various data sources and products
utilized in this study are described in detail. TMI sur-
face rain-rate estimates are compared with surface ra-
dar and PR estimates at different time and space reso-
lutions in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to comparisons
of V6 TMI rain-rate and latent heating profile estimates
with independent estimates from ground-based sys-
tems, and a summary and discussion are provided in
section 5.

2. Datasets

The focus of the current study is on the estimation of
three parameters from satellite data: the surface rainfall
rate, the convective proportion of rain, and the vertical
profile of latent heating, defined here as the apparent
heat source less the radiative heating rate, or Q1 � QR;
see Yanai et al. (1973). The quantity Q1 � QR thus
emphasizes the heating resulting from phase changes of
the water substance in precipitating clouds. The surface
rainfall rate and the convective proportion of rain are
standard outputs of both the V5 and V6 TMI algo-
rithms. The V5 TMI algorithm is described in Kum-
merow et al. (2001), and the modifications that resulted
in V6 are described in Part I. Because of key improve-
ments in the classification of convective/stratiform rain
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regions and total rain area within the TMI footprint, a
profile of latent heating is derived as one of the stan-
dard products of V6 over ocean, while no such standard
latent heating product was created based upon V5.

The sampling resolution of the TMI is about 14 km
along track and 4.5 km cross track, and the spatial reso-
lution of each measurement varies with channel fre-
quency from about 48 km at 10.7 GHz to 6 km at 85.5
GHz. The V6 TMI precipitation products are designed
to have an intermediate spatial resolution of 14 km �
14 km (see Part I), while V5 products have comparable
resolution.

a. Surface rainfall

To demonstrate the performance of the TMI algo-
rithm, precipitation products from V5 and V6 are com-
pared with independent rain estimates at different time
and space scales. The traditional “ground truth” for
surface rain rates is derived from ground validation
(GV) radar, a key element in the algorithm evaluation
process. There are four GV field sites serviced by the
TRMM validation project; however, the Kwajalein
Atoll site was specifically designed to provide data
characteristic of a tropical oceanic environment. A map
of the Kwajalein field site is shown in Fig. 1. Standard
version-3 TRMM GV output products are derived from
each radar volume out to a range of 150 km; surface
rain-rate and convective/stratiform classification are in-
terpolated to a 2 km � 2 km resolution horizontal grid.
The radar-sampling interval is 10 min, and so the radar
map closest to the TRMM satellite overpass time is
utilized for intercomparisons. In the current study, all
significant rain events observed coincidentally by the
TMI and the Kwajalein radar during 1998 are collected,
yielding 21 events. The Kwajalein GV radar rain rates
are adjusted using coincident rain gauge measurements
to remove the radar–rain gauge bias over monthly pe-
riods; see Wolff et al. (2005). Because of the limited
number of functioning rain gauges in particular months,
however, the bulk adjustment of GV radar reflectivity–
rain rate relations (convective and stratiform) was
based upon coincident radar and rain gauge data from
multiple months. Over 1998 as a whole, the (unad-
justed) radar-to-rain gauge ratio based upon all coinci-
dent radar–rain gauge pairs was 1.24 with a correlation
of 0.98.

Because the TRMM GV sites yield rain-rate and con-
vective proportion information at only a limited num-
ber of locations in the Tropics, products derived from
the spaceborne PR are also considered in the current
investigation. Surface rain rate at each PR footprint
location is a standard TRMM product derived using the

algorithm of Iguchi et al. (2000). The classification of
each PR footprint as convective/stratiform/undeter-
mined is also a standard product, based upon the
method of Awaka et al. (1998). The PR V5 rain rates
and convective/stratiform classifications are used exclu-
sively for intercomparisons, because more recent ver-
sions were not available during the course of the study.
The scan geometry and sampling rate of the PR lead to
footprints spaced approximately 4.3 km cross and down
track, over a 215-km-wide swath centered within the
760-km-wide TMI swath; therefore, TMI and PR ob-
servations over the PR swath are nearly coincident in
time and space, aside from the �1 min offset in obser-
vation time caused by the difference in the scan geom-
etries of the sensors. The PR measurements themselves
have an intrinsic spatial resolution of about 4.3 km,
because of the diffraction limitation of the instrument.
In a comparison of PR near-surface rain rates and col-
located Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler
(WSR-88D) radar at Melbourne, Florida (one of the
TRMM ground validation radars), Liao et al. (2001)
noted a high bias of 3% and a standard error of 44% in
PR rain estimates on an overpass-by-overpass basis,
with a correlation between the PR and ground valida-
tion rain estimates of 0.95. The relatively large standard
error percentage results from the large population of
light rains that contribute to the mean rain rate, and so
this statistic does not necessarily reflect the good con-

FIG. 1. Map of the Kwajalein Atoll and vicinity, showing the
locations of radars on Kwajalein and the Research Vessel Ron H.
Brown during cruise 1, the domain of rain observations provided
by the Kwajalein radar, and the dual-Doppler coverage provided
by the two radars. This was the configuration of radars during the
period of cruise 1 in the KWAJEX field campaign.
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sistency between PR and ground radar at higher rain
rates. Schumacher and Houze (2000) also noted good
agreement between PR and ground validation radar
estimates of rain rates at Kwajalein. They reported bi-
ases of 6% or less, depending on the reflectivity–rain
rate relations applied to the radar data, and a PR–
ground validation radar rain-rate correlation of 0.96. In
both the Melbourne and Kwajalein radar comparisons,
the mean convective and stratiform rain rates from PR
agreed with the ground radar amounts to within 21%.

Following the discussion of estimated TMI product
uncertainties in Part I, intercomparisons of TMI pre-
cipitation products and independent estimates are car-
ried out at time and space resolutions that reflect po-
tential applications of the products. Assimilation of sur-
face rain-rate or latent heating profiles into global
climate or numerical weather prediction model analy-
ses/forecasts requires instantaneous products at half-
degree (or comparable) spatial resolution (see Krish-
namurti et al. 2001; Hou et al. 2004). Consequently,
instantaneous rainfall rates and convective proportion
estimates at 0.5° resolution are compared in this study.
Because the spatial sampling of TMI, GV radar, and
PR are all relatively fine over 0.5° latitude � 0.5° lon-
gitude grid boxes, instantaneous precipitation estimates
from each of the three sensors are simply averaged to
obtain half-degree products for the intercomparisons.

Alternatively, climate or large-scale analysis studies
may only require lower-resolution estimates. When
TMI precipitation estimates are averaged over the pe-
riod of 1 month in 2.5° latitude � 2.5° longitude grid
boxes, the random error resulting from the limited in-
formation content of the radiometer data becomes
fairly negligible, although sampling error can be signifi-
cant; see Part I. Therefore, as a test of a proxy climate
product, monthly mean 2.5° TMI estimates are com-
pared with independent estimates from the PR. These
products are created by averaging all instantaneous
precipitation estimates falling in a particular 2.5° lati-
tude � 2.5° longitude box in a specified month.

At either instantaneous 0.5°- or monthly 2.5°-resolu-
tion, precipitation products are not included in statistics
if both the TMI and the independent product are non-
raining pairs. Because, at most locations over the tropi-
cal and subtropical oceans, rain occurs less than 15% of
the time [Petty (1995)], eliminating nonraining pairs in
the statistics emphasizes the algorithm’s ability to quan-
tify precipitation where it is raining. When instanta-
neous imagery is compared, either GV radar or PR
estimates are averaged within a 196 km2 (14 km � 14
km) circular area centered on a given TMI observation
to approximate the resolution of the TMI instanta-
neous, footprint-scale estimates.

b. Latent heating

The evaluation of latent heating estimates from sat-
ellite observations is always a difficult challenge, since
there exist no independent and direct estimates of la-
tent heating. Yang and Smith (1999b) approached this
problem by analyzing the evolution of 3D latent heat-
ing structures for well-known climate systems to deter-
mine qualitatively the reliability of their latent heating
estimates. Two alternative approaches are used to
evaluate TMI latent heating rate estimates in this study.
The first method is founded on the assumption that the
dominant contribution to diabatic heating comes from
the vertical advection of dry static energy (e.g., Cifelli
and Rutledge 1998). In this approximation,

w
�s

�z
� cpQ1, �1�

where w is the vertical velocity, s is the dry static energy
(cpT � gz), and z is altitude. Here, cp is the specific heat
of air at constant pressure, T is temperature, and g is
the acceleration of gravity. Note that additional terms
on the left-hand side of (1), including the storage and
horizontal advection of dry static energy, can lead to
errors in heating estimates. Although these additional
terms are relatively small throughout most of the tro-
posphere, they may account for as much as 20% of the
peak heating based on the analysis of tropical anvils by
Johnson and Young (1983). The vertical velocity in (1)
can be calculated using dual-Doppler radar observa-
tions. Dual-Doppler analysis yields the horizontal wind
speed and direction; by vertically integrating the diver-
gence of the horizontal wind, one obtains the vertical
velocity subject to a prescribed vertical velocity at the
top or bottom of the air column (Doviak et al. 1976;
Davies-Jones 1979). The dry static energy is calculated
from sounding data coinciding with the dual-Doppler
observations. Combining the dual-Doppler vertical ve-
locities and dry static energy gradient in (1) yields a
“dual-Doppler study” (“DDS”) estimate of latent heat-
ing.

During the TRMM field campaign at Kwajalein
(KWAJEX; 23 July–15 September 1999), an S-band ra-
dar on the Kwajalein Atoll and a C-band radar aboard
the Research Vessel (R/V) Ron H. Brown provided
dual-Doppler coverage of precipitation systems over
the Pacific Ocean. During cruise 1 (28 July–19 August,
1999) of KWAJEX, the R/V Ron H. Brown was posi-
tioned 40 km south of the Kwajalein radar site, and this
configuration allowed for dual-Doppler coverage
within the two 80-km-diameter circular “lobes” for
which the crossing angle of radar rays was greater than
30° (see Fig. 1). Unfortunately, there were relatively
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few dual-Doppler radar observations of KWAJEX rain
events that coincided with TRMM satellite overpasses.
From KWAJEX, only five such events have been iden-
tified, and only two involve organized mesoscale con-
vective systems. Dual-Doppler observations of these
two organized systems are analyzed here, and the re-
sulting latent heating profiles are compared with esti-
mates from the V6 TMI algorithm. The primary advan-
tage of the dual-Doppler estimates of latent heating is
that they provide an “instantaneous” sample of the
heating distribution at relatively high spatial resolution.

The main source of error in the calculation of the
heating rate using (1) is the error in the derivation of
the vertical velocity. Although the measurement of the
horizontal winds and horizontal divergence from the
dual-Doppler analysis is fairly accurate, vertical veloc-
ities are calculated from mass continuity by integrating
the horizontal divergence vertically. In the current
study, a variational scheme is utilized to adjust the di-
vergence integral subject to the boundary conditions
that the vertical velocity should be zero both at the
surface and radar echo top; see O’Brien (1970). Nev-
ertheless, errors in dual-Doppler estimates of verti-
cal velocity are usually within 10%, but could be up to
30% in extreme cases, based upon an earlier study in-
volving coincident sailplane observations (see Doviak
and Zrnic 1993). Percentage errors of comparable mag-
nitudes are expected in estimates of Q1 using (1). As a
result, error envelopes up to 30% are shown in the
DDS estimates of Q1 in the current study.

Rawinsonde analyses have been used previously by
Olson et al. (1999), Yang and Smith (1999a, 2000), and
Tao et al. (2001) to obtain latent heating time series for
comparisons with satellite latent heating estimates. Be-
cause rawinsonde networks covering oceanic areas
have relatively limited time and space sampling (two–
four launches per day, and �1 site per 104 km2), ra-
winsonde analyses are best suited for relatively large
time-/space-scale comparisons.

In the present study, analyses of Q1 from the North-
ern Enhanced Sounding Array (NESA) of the South
China Sea Monsoon Experiment (SCSMEX) are com-
pared with estimates of Q1� QR from the V6 TMI al-
gorithm. The rawinsonde sites associated with NESA,
located in the northern portion of the South China Sea,
are depicted in Fig. 2. The rawinsonde-based estimates
of Q1 are derived from the analyses of Johnson and
Ciesielski (2002) for the period of 15 May–20 June 1998
over NESA. During the specified period, rawinsondes
were launched from two to four times a day at stations
along the perimeter of NESA and four times per day
from Dongsha Island and the Research Vessel Shiyan
#3, located near the center of the array. Outside of the

array, rawinsondes were typically launched from three
to four times per day. The reader is referred to Johnson
and Ciesielski (2002) for a description of procedures to
analyze temperatures, specific humidities, and winds
from the rawinsondes and model-based analyses to es-
timate mean Q1 and Q2 profiles within NESA at 0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC during the specified period.
In addition to Q1 and Q2, these authors estimated the
surface rain rate over NESA from the moisture budget,

cp

g �
pt

ps

Q2 dp � L��P � E�, �2�

where the vertical integral of Q2 is between the tropo-
pause pressure pt and the surface pressure ps; L	 is the
latent heat of vaporization, P is the surface precipita-
tion rate, and E is the surface evaporation rate. Surface
evaporation over NESA was obtained from reanalysis
values, adjusted by shipboard flux measurements from
the Shiyan #3; see Johnson and Ciesielski (2002) for a
description of the procedure. Given the vertical integral
of Q2 and E, the surface precipitation rate was derived
from (2).

Sampling errors in rawinsonde-based analyses for
several sounding arrays were estimated by Mapes et al.
(2003). They found that errors in NESA surface rainfall
rates from the Q2 budget are reduced to 1.3 mm day�1,
or about 30% of the long-term mean rain rate, using
3-day averages. Similar averaging reduces the error in
the altitude of the peak Q1 to 47 hPa, or about 800 m (at
7 km altitude), while a 30-day average will result in an
error of 15 hPa or about 250 m (at 7 km altitude) in the
altitude of the peak Q1. Therefore, in order to reduce
errors resulting from the relatively coarse temporal
sampling of NESA by the TMI (about 1.4 day�1) and
rawinsondes, a 3-day running mean filter is applied to

FIG. 2. Map of the northern South China Sea, showing the
polygonal domain of NESA. Rawinsonde launch sites are located
at the vertices of the polygon and on Dongsha Island and the
Research Vessel Shiyan #3 in the interior of the polygon. NESA
was a domain of intensive observations during SCSMEX.
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the domain-averaged estimated heating profiles and
surface rain rates within NESA from both the TMI and
the rawinsonde analyses. Mean heating profiles and
rain rates are also calculated for the entire 15 May–20
June 1998 period.

3. Surface rain-rate intercomparisons

a. Footprint resolution

Prior to the evaluation of lower-resolution products,
instantaneous maps of surface rain rate from V6 and V5
TMI, as well as collocated rain estimates from Kwaja-
lein GV radar and PR, are compared to illustrate
changes in the TMI algorithm.

The images in the left panels of Fig. 3 illustrate
changes in the TMI algorithm estimates resulting from
the revised, higher-resolution geographic database used
in the algorithm to separate ocean, coast, and land re-
gions in V6. The Kwajalein GV radar observations in
the middle panel correspond to the TRMM overpass at
1700 UTC 24 August 1998. Although TMI observed the
precipitation system near the Kwajalein GV site during
this overpass, the system was outside the boundaries of
the PR swath, and therefore only the GV rain map
shown in the middle left-hand-side panel is compared
with the V6 and V5 TMI estimates. Note that in the
proximity of Kwajalein and the Namu Atoll to the
southeast, the pattern of V5 rain-rate estimates differs
from the radar pattern. This behavior of the V5 esti-
mates is due to the classification in V5 of very small
islands as “coast,” even though the predominant sur-
face type is ocean. Rain estimates are affected because
only scattering signatures at 85 GHz from ice-phase
precipitation are utilized in regions classified as coast.
The indirect inference of rain from ice-scattering signa-
tures leads to errors in the estimated precipitation pat-
terns and intensities. In V6, the revised geographic da-
tabase reclassifies small islands as “ocean” if the per-
centage of land in the nominal TMI footprint is minimal
(see Part I, section 3e). Both rain emission and ice-
scattering data are used in the TMI algorithm for foot-
prints classified as ocean, and because Kwajalein and
neighboring atolls are classified as ocean in V6, more
realistic patterns of surface precipitation are obtained.

The right panels of Fig. 3 are based upon observa-
tions coinciding with the TRMM overpass at 1700 UTC
28 October 1998. In this case most of the precipitation
fell beyond the range of the Kwajalein GV radar, and
so PR rain estimates, shown in the middle panel, are
compared with V6 (V5) TMI rain estimates in the top
(bottom) panel. Because the PR has a relatively high
spatial resolution and a better ability to detect light
rain, the gradients of light rain along the edges of the

rain system in the right-middle panel are considered
accurate. (Note that the minimum detectable surface
rain rate from PR is roughly 0.3 mm h�1, corresponding
to a minimum detectable signal of 18 dBZ.) The pattern
of rainfall derived from V6 is generally more consistent
with the PR estimate, while the V5 rain pattern exhibits
none of the gradients along the precipitation bound-
aries seen in the PR imagery. The improved rain pat-
terns of the V6 estimates are mainly attributed to the
expanded cloud radiative model database supporting
V6; the expanded database includes a better represen-
tation of isolated convection and weak precipitation
events relative to the V5 supporting database (see Part I).

Because different ocean/coast/land classifications are
used in the V5 and V6 TMI algorithms, in all of the
plots and statistical analyses to follow only latitude–
longitude grid boxes with essentially complete coverage
(90% of the grid box area) by TMI, GV radar, and PR,
with all footprints classified as ocean by the V5 TMI
algorithm, are considered. The V5 classification is used
because the focus of this study is changes in the ocean
precipitation/latent heating estimation method, and the
V5 ocean footprints are a subset of the V6 ocean foot-
prints. Also, data pairs for which both sensors yield
zero rain rates are excluded from the analyses in order
to emphasize the skill of the algorithms in raining re-
gions.

b. Instantaneous, 0.5° � 0.5° estimates

Displayed in Fig. 4 are scatterplots of oceanic instan-
taneous 0.5° � 0.5° mean surface rain rates at the Kwa-
jalein site from V6 and V5 TMI versus Kwajalein GV
radar and PR estimates, drawn from the 21 selected
rain events during 1998. Statistics of these intercom-
parisons are provided in Table 1. It may be noted from
the plots in Fig. 4a that rain-rate estimates from both
the V6 and V5 TMI show reasonable agreement with
the GV radar and PR near Kwajalein, although differ-
ences between the rain estimates are still evident. The
correlations between the TMI estimates and either GV
or PR improve slightly in the progression from V5 to
V6, and V6 estimates are less biased and have lower
random error. Convective rain-rate estimates (Fig. 4b)
are less correlated with GV or PR than total rain-rate
estimates, because of the less direct inference of con-
vective or stratiform rain type from the passive micro-
wave data. It is expected that the GV radar or PR can
provide a more detailed picture of precipitation struc-
ture than TMI, although fundamental differences in the
definitions of convective and stratiform rain types from
GV, PR, and TMI can also lead to differences in the
estimated convective/stratiform rain proportion.
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FIG. 3. Comparisons of instantaneous surface rain rates near the Kwajalein Atoll from matched GV radar, PR,
and TMI at TMI product resolution (14 km � 14 km). (left) The surface rain-rate estimates from (top) V6 TMI,
(middle) the Kwajalein radar, and (bottom) V5 TMI at approximately 1700 UTC 24 Aug 1998, and (right) the
rain-rate estimates from V6 TMI, PR, and V5 TMI at approximately 1700 UTC 28 Oct 1998 are shown.
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FIG. 4. Scatterplots of instantaneous, 0.5° � 0.5° average (a) total surface rain rates
and (b) convective rain rates from [top of (a) and (b)] V6 TMI and [bottom of (a) and
(b)] V5 TMI vs (left) Kwajalein radar and (right) PR, based upon 21 selected TRMM
overpasses of Kwajalein in 1998.
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Although the evaluation of TRMM products near the
ground validation sites has the advantage of the avail-
ability of rain gauge–calibrated ground radar observa-
tions (Wolff et al. 2005), the errors statistics based upon
GV radar represent only local conditions over the pe-
riod of study. Because of the large spatial and temporal
variations of precipitation, more general conclusions
can be made from global comparative datasets. There-
fore, all V6 and V5 instantaneous TMI precipitation
estimates from July 2000 over ocean areas are com-
pared with coincident PR estimates at 0.5° � 0.5° reso-
lution. Presented in Fig. 5a are scatterplots of the col-
located TMI and PR estimates; statistics of the com-
parisons are given in Table 2. Again, both the V6 and
V5 estimates of surface rain rate are well correlated
with PR estimates, with only a slight reduction in the
correlation coefficient of the V6 estimates. However,
the V6 estimates have less bias and lower random error
in relation to the V5 estimates.

Estimates of the convective rain rate are less corre-
lated with PR, and the bias and random error of these
estimates is greater than the corresponding statistics of
total rain. The less direct inference of convective pre-
cipitation structure from the TMI is the primary reason
for the greater scatter of TMI convective rain rates rela-
tive to PR. Note that the V6 convective rain estimates
are more high biased with respect to the PR than the
V5 estimates. The greater mean departure of V6 con-
vective rain estimates is mainly attributed to the revised
definition and classification of convective/stratiform
rain areas in the V6 algorithm (see Part I, sections 3d
and 3g), whereas the classification used in V5 is cali-
brated against the PR classification (see Olson et al.
2001).

More insight into the estimation of convective and
stratiform rain intensities by V6 is gained by consider-
ing a separation of the rain data based upon the PR
classification of convective/stratiform rain areas. In
Fig. 5b, the rain data are reclassified as “primarily con-

vective,” for which the PR convective rain proportion
over each half-degree box is greater than 50% of the
total PR rain, and “primarily stratiform,” for which the
PR convective proportion is less than 50%. Although
this partitioning is only approximate, both V5 and V6
TMI estimates for each half-degree box are given the
same classification, and therefore differences in esti-
mated convective and stratiform rain intensities are iso-
lated.

As seen in Fig. 5b, there is not an obvious difference
between the scatterplots of the V6 and V5 primarily
convective data, but a significant decrease in the aver-
age intensity of V6 stratiform rains relative to V5 is
evident. The high bias of TMI rain estimates with re-
spect to PR estimates decreases from 21% to 2% in
stratiform areas. The change in stratiform rainfall in-
tensity is due to the revision of the method for deter-
mining convective and stratiform rain proportions in
the TMI algorithm. In V5, the area fraction of convec-
tive precipitation within the nominal sensor footprint
was used to constrain the selection of simulated pre-
cipitation profiles in the algorithm’s supporting data-
base; see Kummerow et al. (2001). In addition, the
proximity of a footprint to convection was also used as
a constraint; therefore, even footprints with no convec-
tive coverage might be assigned a quasi-convective pre-
cipitation structure if they were adjacent to footprints
classified as convective. This “blurring” of the convec-
tive/stratiform characterization led to overestimates of
rain intensity in stratiform regions. In V6, in addition to
the convective area constraint, a constraint on the total
rain area is imposed; see Part I. As a result, a better
indicator of the relative proportions of convective and
stratiform rain flux is supplied to the algorithm. Also,
the constraint on the proximity to convection is re-
moved to produce a more distinct separation of con-
vective and stratiform rain regions in a given mesoscale
convective system. This more distinct separation leads
to lower-intensity stratiform rains and a lower overall
bias of stratiform and total rain from the V6 algorithm,
as indicated in Fig. 5b. The discrepancy between the
basic definitions of convective/stratiform rain areas in
the V6 and PR algorithms will be the focus of a future
study.

Overlaid on the V6 scatterplot of Fig. 5a is a fit to the
mean algorithm-derived estimate of error standard de-
viation as a function of rain rate (see Part I),

� P ≅ 0.930 ln�P � 1 mm h�1�. �3�

Here, 
P and P have units of millimeters per hour.
The expression (3) represents only that portion of the

TABLE 1. Comparison of instantaneous 0.5° � 0.5° precipitation
products over ocean at the Kwajalein GV site during 1998. Re-
spectively, V6 and V5 are the statistics of the TMI surface rain
rate estimates from the version-6 and version-5 algorithms.
CONV is the statistics of the V6 TMI estimates of convective rain
rate.

TMI vs GV TMI vs PR

Statistic V6 V5 CONV V6 V5 CONV
Sample 62 62 54 72 72 54
TMI mean 0.67 0.65 0.60 0.29 0.32 0.29
Ratio of means 0.70 0.68 0.85 1.03 1.13 1.60
Error std dev 0.71 0.78 0.73 0.30 0.32 0.36
Correlation 0.83 0.80 0.75 0.84 0.79 0.72
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FIG. 5. (a) Scatterplots of instantaneous, 0.5° � 0.5° average total (top) surface
rain rates and (bottom) convective rain rates from (left) V6 TMI and (right) V5
TMI, vs PR. (b) Scatterplots of instantaneous, 0.5° � 0.5° average total surface
rain rates for which the PR convective fraction is (top) greater than 50% and
(bottom) less than 50% from (left) V6 TMI and (right) V5 TMI, vs PR. Plots are
based upon all collocated observations over ocean from July 2000. Overlaid on
the V6 TMI plot of total surface rain rates in (a) are bounds of the estimated
mean error (dashed lines; see text for description).
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algorithm random error resulting from the limited in-
formation content of the radiometer data. It is appa-
rent that the assumption of zero rain-rate error in foot-
prints classified as nonraining is a deficiency of the
model, because significant errors are seen near the
origin of the scatterplot. The relative contributions of
errors resulting from uncertainties in PR estimates,
spatial sampling mismatches, and errors in cloud ra-
diative modeling have yet to be determined, but the
mean algorithm estimate of error given by (3), modi-
fied by errors in nonraining footprints, may be useful
for data assimilation applications. A more specific
estimate of the error in each half-degree rain estimate
is given by the full model [Eq. (8) in Part I], but
this requires an aggregation of the errors at footprint
scale.

Variations of precipitation system structure and fre-

quency of occurrence over the globe should lead to
inhomogeneous distributions of error in rain-rate esti-
mates from spaceborne sensors, because of the limited
information these sensors provide with regard to the
physical characteristics of observed precipitation sys-
tems. Berg et al. (2002) examined the systematic differ-
ences in satellite-based rain-rate estimates in the east
Pacific (EP) and west Pacific (WP) and linked these to
differences in precipitation structure. Here, V6 and V5
TMI rain-rate estimates over the tropical oceans from
July 2000 are broken down by region to uncover pos-
sible variations in error statistics.

Presented in Fig. 6 are statistics of TMI and PR rain-
rate comparisons at 0.5° resolution, derived from
TRMM observations of five selected tropical 10° � 10°
areas, including areas in the WP, EP, Atlantic Ocean
(AO), Indian Ocean (IO), and SCS. The boundaries of
these areas are given in Table 3. It may be noted from
the figure that the typical high biases of the V5 TMI
estimates are generally reduced in the V6 estimates,
and random errors decrease. This result holds indepen-
dent of the specified region, even though the correla-
tions of the estimates with collocated PR rain rates are
nearly unchanged. The implication of these regional
tests is that the modifications of the TMI algorithm in
the progression from V5 to V6 corrected basic deficien-
cies that previously affected algorithm performance
throughout the Tropics; however, based upon the lim-
ited samples of regional data utilized here, no general
conclusions can be made.

TABLE 2. Comparison of instantaneous 0.5° � 0.5° precipitation
products over ocean during July 2000. Respectively, V6 and V5
are the statistics of the TMI surface rain rate estimates from the
V6 and V5 algorithms. CONV is the statistics of the V6 TMI
estimates of convective rain rate.

TMI vs PR

Statistic V6 V5 CONV
Sample 258 558 258 558 119 201
TMI mean 0.26 0.28 0.33
Ratio of means 0.98 1.08 1.26
Error std dev 0.44 0.50 0.58
Correlation 0.88 0.89 0.75

FIG. 6. Bivariate statistics for the intercomparison of instantaneous 0.5° � 0.5° average surface rain rates from
(left) V6 TMI and (right) V5 TMI, vs PR for the five selected tropical oceanic domains defined in Table 3. Abscissa
indices 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the western Pacific Ocean, eastern Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Indian
Ocean, and South China Sea, respectively. Plotted are the TMI/ PR bias ratio (solid line), correlation coefficient
(dashed line), and error standard deviation (dotted line, mm h�1).
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c. Monthly 2.5° � 2.5° estimates

Intercomparisons of monthly mean 2.5°-resolution
V6 and V5 TMI and PR rain-rate estimates over ocean
from July 2000 are presented in Fig. 7. Note that these
monthly means are derived only from space- and time-
coincident TMI and PR observations; therefore, differ-
ences in the monthly means arise from TMI or PR al-
gorithm errors rather than differences in sampling. It
may be inferred from the figure that although the cor-
relations of the monthly 2.5° V6 and V5 estimates to
PR estimates are the same, V6 estimates exhibit less
overall bias with respect to PR.

Typically, greater averaging of passive microwave
rain estimates has the effect of reducing the algorithm
random error relative to the variance of the rain data,
resulting in higher correlations of rain estimates with
respect to independent data. Here, indeed, the correla-
tions of both V6 and V5 rain estimates with respect to
the PR are greater than the correlations of the instan-
taneous 0.5° averages with respect to PR, shown previ-
ously (see Table 2). However, the question remains:

what proportion of the scatter seen in Fig. 7 is due to
purely random error, and what proportion is due to
regional biases of the algorithm that may be either posi-
tive or negative depending on the location of a given
2.5° grid box, producing additional scatter?

The data are analyzed further in an attempt to de-
termine what proportion of the scatter in Fig. 7 is due to
purely random algorithm errors and what proportion is
due to regionally varying systematic errors. The local
bias of algorithm estimates is determined by taking the
mean difference between collocated, instantaneous 0.5°
TMI and PR estimates over the month in each 2.5° grid
box,

b�P�alg �
1
N 

i�1

N

�PTMIi � PPRi�, �4�

where N is the number of collocated 0.5° estimates con-
tributing to the monthly average. The corresponding
random error in monthly 2.5° rain rates is estimated
from

��P�alg ≅
1
N �

i�1

N

�Palgi
2 �1/2

, �5�

where

�Palg
2 �

1
N 

i�1

N

�PTMIi � PPRi � b�P�alg�2. �6�

Here, the descriptor “alg” is used to differentiate be-
tween algorithm error and the sampling error described
in Part I [see (9) in Part I]. Note also that the algorithm

TABLE 3. Boundaries of 10° � 10° domains selected for regional
analyses presented in Fig. 6.

Region Latitude–longitude domain

West Pacific 5°S–5°N, 150°–160°E
East Pacific 0°–10°N, 105°–95°W
Atlantic Ocean 0°–10°N, 40°–30°W
Indian Ocean 5°S–5°N, 80°–90°E
South China Sea 10°–20°N, 110°–120°E

FIG. 7. Plots of monthly 2.5° � 2.5° resolution (left) V6 TMI and (right) V5 TMI rain-rate estimates, vs PR
estimates, based upon collocated TMI and PR observations over ocean from July 2000. Superimposed on the V6
TMI rain rates are bounds of the estimated mean sampling error of TMI (heavy dashed lines, see text for
description).
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error derived from theoretical considerations in Part I
[see (8) of Part I] was assumed to be random with zero
mean, and this theoretical estimate is analogous to the
observational estimate (6), above. The relation (4), on
the other hand, gives an estimate of the algorithm sys-
tematic error in a monthly 2.5° estimate.

The July 2000 data over ocean are used to construct
the histograms of b�P�alg/
�P�alg shown in Fig. 8. The
solid curve is based upon the data and the estimate of
the 0.5° error variance given by (6); the long-dashed
curve employs instead the model given by (3) for the
0.5° error standard deviation as a function of P to cal-
culate the error variance. The significance of these plots
is that the ratio of bias-to-error standard deviation is a
measure of the relative contributions of local systematic
and random algorithm errors to monthly 2.5° estimates
of rain rate—a narrow-peaked histogram implies a
greater contribution from random errors, while a
broad-peaked histogram indicates a greater contribu-
tion from systematic errors. Both estimates of the 0.5°
error variances lead to histograms that are relatively
broad in comparison with a theoretical Gaussian histo-
gram with unit variance (also plotted in Fig. 8), for
which systematic and random errors would make com-
parable contributions. This result suggests that in
monthly 2.5° estimates of rain rate, the contribution of
algorithm systematic errors tends to be greater than the
algorithm random error contribution, which could ex-
plain the persistence of algorithm errors despite con-
siderable averaging of estimates in time and space. Sys-
tematic algorithm errors could include errors in the
supporting cloud radiative model simulations of the
TMI supporting database or unrepresentative propor-
tions of various precipitation system types in the data-
base.

Two caveats pertaining to the foregoing analysis
should be noted: First, although they are assumed to be
smaller, random and systematic errors in the PR rain
estimates could also contribute to the overall scatter
seen in Fig. 7. Also, the random error calculation (5)
does not account for error correlations of the 0.5° esti-
mates, and these could lead to greater random errors
and histograms that are more narrowly peaked than
those in Fig. 8.

To provide some perspective on the relative magni-
tudes of rain algorithm error and sampling error, an
estimate of the mean TMI temporal sampling error is
overlaid on the V6 plot of Fig. 7. Following Bell and
Kundu (2000), the percentage sampling error given by
their (2.22) and (2.23) (see Part I) is represented as a
function of the monthly mean rain rate at 2.5° resolu-
tion using a power-law fit, based upon the July 2000
data plotted in Fig. 9 of Part I,

��P�

�P�
� 100% ≅ 20.5�P��0.130. �7�

From our Fig. 7 it may be noted that qualitatively, the
mean TMI sampling error is comparable to the com-
bined TMI and PR algorithm error. This result appears
to contradict the assumption in previous studies that
algorithm errors make a small contribution to the error
in monthly means relative to sampling errors (Wilheit
1988; Bell et al. 1990; Bell and Kundu 2000). The as-
sumption of relatively small algorithm errors would be
correct if these errors were purely random with zero
mean. The contribution of regionally varying system-
atic algorithm errors to the total algorithm error is rela-
tively large, as indicated by Fig. 8, and therefore near
parity of algorithm and sampling errors results at the
monthly 2.5° scale.

4. Latent heating comparison results

a. Comparisons with dual-Doppler study estimates

As noted in section 2, heating estimated from the
DDS method is only an approximation to the total dia-
batic heating; however, in convectively active regions
the vertical structure of the heating from the DDS
analysis should be similar to that of Q1 � QR. Figure 9
illustrates comparisons of the vertical heating profiles

FIG. 8. Histograms of the ratios of estimated bias to error stan-
dard deviation, based upon TMI and PR observations over ocean
from July 2000. Solid line is derived using the estimate of 0.5°
error variance given by (6), and the dashed line incorporates the
model of 0.5° error standard deviation given by (3). For compari-
son, a Gaussian distribution with unit variance is superimposed.
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from V6 TMI and DDS for two selected cases from the
Kwajalein site. Shown in Fig. 9a are fields coinciding
with the TMI overpass at approximately 1000 UTC 15
August 1999, while the fields shown in Fig. 9b corre-
spond to the overpass at 1900 UTC 29 July 1999.

The precipitation shown in the dual-Doppler radar
lobes in Fig. 9a was produced by an organized meso-
scale convective system that began as a westward-
propagating convective line. The retrieved mean heat-
ing profile from TMI shows deep positive heating from
1 to 17 km, with a maximum near 6 km. Evaporative
cooling is seen near the surface. Heating estimates from
the DDS are limited in altitude by the height of the
radar-detectable echo, and the vertical integral of ra-
dar-derived wind divergence is adjusted in the DDS to
yield zero vertical velocity at echo top. Therefore, it
usually follows that the more intense and extensive the
rain system is, the deeper the DDS heating analysis. In

this case, the mean DDS heating is limited to altitudes
below 15 km. The DDS mean heating profile exhibits
positive heating from the surface to 15 km, with a maxi-
mum near 7 km. The maximum DDS heating magni-
tude is greater than that derived from the TMI. Al-
though the vertical distributions of heating from TMI
and DDS are consistent from the surface to the level of
maximum heating, the TMI heating in the upper tro-
posphere generally exceeds the DDS heating.

The disturbance that produced the rain pattern
shown in Fig. 9b was imbedded in an extensive east–
west-oriented band of precipitation that approached
Kwajalein from the south. The overall depth of the
precipitation from this system was less than that of the
preceding case, resulting in a shallower, less intense
heating maximum derived from TMI. Similar to TMI,
significant heating from the DDS is confined to alti-
tudes less than 10 km, although the peak DDS heating

FIG. 9. Comparisons of V6 TMI and DDS heating profiles for two selected TRMM overpasses of the
Kwajalein Atoll. (left) Plan views of surface rain rates from the Doppler radar measurements. (right)
Vertical profiles of Q1� QR from V6 TMI (solid line), overlaid on plots of estimated Q1 from DDS
(various dashed lines) for different assumed bias errors, ranging from 0% to 30%. Data (a) correspond
to the TRMM overpass at approximately 1000 UTC 15 Aug 1999 and (b) correspond to the overpass at
1900 UTC 29 Jul 1999.
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is greater than that of the TMI heating profile. The
DDS heating maximum is sharper than the TMI maxi-
mum, but both analyses reveal maximum heating cen-
tered at 5–6-km altitude. As in the preceding case, the
TMI algorithm yields weak heating in the upper tropo-
sphere that is not reflected in the DDS analysis.

There could be several reasons for the discrepancies
between the mean TMI and DDS heating profiles.
First, in applications to relatively intense precipitation
systems, the TMI algorithm tends to bias heating esti-
mates toward the mean of heating profiles stored in the
algorithm’s supporting database, and this could explain
the broad, but relatively weak, heating profiles pro-
duced by the algorithm (see Part I, section 4). On the
other hand, there is relatively large uncertainty in esti-
mating the vertical velocity from the DDS method, and
the condition of zero vertical velocity at echo top is a
strong constraint on the analyzed heating. It may be
noted from Fig. 9 that the magnitudes of heating pro-
files from TMI are generally located within the 30%
error envelopes of the DDS heating profiles. High bi-
ases of the TMI profiles outside the DDS error enve-
lopes occur in the upper troposphere, however.

Despite the noted discrepancies, these comparisons
at the Kwajalein site illustrate the V6 TMI algorithm’s
potential, at least in the lower and midtroposphere, for
capturing variations of latent heating vertical structure.

b. Comparisons with rawinsonde-based estimates

Although comparisons of instantaneous latent heat-
ing estimates from TMI and DDS analyses are optimal
from a sampling perspective, the limited number of col-
located observations makes it impossible to draw any
general conclusions. The SCSMEX NESA rawinsonde
analyses described in section 2 are based upon limited
temporal sampling (up to four per day), but they pro-
vide a continuous record of the evolution of diabatic
heating over the SCSMEX intensive observing period.
Here, 3-day running-mean estimates of rawinsonde Q1

and surface rain rate (from the Q2 budget; see section
2) are compared with similarly averaged TMI estimates
(�1.4 per day sampling) for the period beginning with
the monsoon onset in the South China Sea on 15 May,
and extending to 20 June 1998.

The surface rain-rate time series from TMI and the
rawinsonde analyses are shown in the top panel of
Fig. 10. This comparison is a good indicator of the rela-
tive sampling of precipitation systems by the two meth-
ods over the prescribed period. Note that despite the
rather limited temporal sampling by TMI and the raw-
insondes, the 3-day mean surface rainfall rates are in
fairly good agreement. The agreement between the

TMI and rawinsonde analyses may be attributed, in
part, to the large-scale forcing of precipitation during
the observing period. For example, Johnson et al.
(2005) noted that in the 11-day period following mon-
soon onset (15–25 May), precipitation occurred nearly
continuously within the range of the Bureau of Meteo-
rology Research Center C-band polarimetric (C-POL)
radar located at Dongsha Island. Precipitation that is
more strongly correlated in time tends to reduce the
effects of intermittent sampling. Nevertheless, there are
periods during which TMI rain rates are biased relative
to the rawinsonde estimates. For example, TMI esti-
mates are high biased in the 3–4-day periods centered
on 15 and 24 May and 4 June, and are low biased on 6–7
June.

A time series of Q1 � QR from TMI is shown in the

FIG. 10. Time series of (top to bottom) NESA-averaged surface
rain rate, V6 TMI Q1� QR, V6 TMI Q1, and rawinsonde analysis
of Q1 over the period of 15 May–20 June 1998, during SCSMEX.
Surface rain rates are derived from both V6 TMI and the rawin-
sonde Q2 budget. A 3-day running-mean filter is applied to all
data in the time series. Heating profile time series are contoured
at �1, 0, 1, 2, 4, and 8 K day�1.
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second panel of Fig. 10. To make a more consistent
comparison with the rawinsonde heating estimates,
however, a rough correction for radiative heating/
cooling is added to the TMI Q1 � QR estimates to
create the time series of TMI Q1, shown in the third
panel of Fig. 10. To make the correction, the net radia-
tive heating/cooling profiles of Dopplick (1979) at 20°N
latitude (March–May and June–August average; from
his Figs. 6 and 7) are used to represent the mean radia-
tive heating/cooling rate in NESA. The TMI Q1 esti-
mate may be more directly compared with Q1 from the
SCSMEX NESA rawinsonde analyses shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 10.

First, note that the primary differences between the
TMI and rawinsonde Q1 are correlated with differences
in the estimates of surface rain rate. For example, the
high bias of TMI Q1 on 15 and 24 May, and the low bias
of Q1 on 7 June, are associated with similar biases in
TMI surface rain rates at these times. Given that ver-
tically integrated latent heating is approximately equal
to L	P, it is not surprising that biases in heating and
surface rain rate are correlated. These biases may be
attributed to the low temporal resolution of the TMI
estimates; on average the frequency of the TMI obser-
vation of NESA was only �1.4 day�1, while the sound-
ing frequency was �2–4 day�1.

Despite differences in temporal sampling by the TMI
and rawinsondes, the correspondence of the TMI and
rawinsonde Q1 time series is reasonable. Heating
maxima occur at about the same times and with similar
magnitudes. Also, the transition from low-level heating
starting on 28 May to a single midlevel maximum on 4
June is captured by the TMI and rawinsondes. One
notable difference in the time series occurs after 11
June, when upper-level heating (altitudes greater than
12 km) is seen in the rawinsonde time series but not in
the TMI series. Neither time series indicates significant
precipitation during this period; and although the ra-
winsonde analysis suggests radiative heating of cirrus
cloud, uncertainties in rawinsonde analyses are also
greatest at high altitudes. Proper interpretation of the
upper-tropospheric heating during this period will re-
quire greater scrutiny.

The mean TMI Q1 � QR, Q1, and rawinsonde Q1

profiles for the 15 May–20 June 1998 period are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. After correcting for the effects of
radiative heating, the TMI heating profile shows rea-
sonable consistency with the rawinsonde profile. The
main discrepancies are the excessive cooling in the TMI
heating profile at the surface and below the melting
level (�5 km). The cooling anomalies in the TMI pro-
file could be explained by biases in the cloud-resolving
model database; recent tests by S. Braun (2005, per-

sonal communication) indicate high biases in the pre-
cipitation water contents produced by cloud-resolving
model simulations using standard bulk microphysics
schemes. These biases would lead to a tendency for the
V6 algorithm to select stratiform precipitation and
heating vertical profiles over convective profiles from
the algorithm’s supporting database. A “stratiform
bias” in estimated heating profiles would lead to stron-
ger evaporative cooling at low levels and a deficiency of
heating in the lower to midtroposphere. Investigations
are underway to identify the causes of high biases in
precipitation water contents produced by current
cloud-resolving model simulations.

5. Summary and discussion

The objective of this study is to provide an initial
evaluation of rain-rate and latent heating estimates
based upon an improved passive microwave radiometer
algorithm (version 6), applied to TRMM Microwave
Imager (TMI) radiance observations over ocean back-
grounds. The formulation of the algorithm and im-
provements, along with estimates of random errors, are
described in Part I of the study. The V6 TMI estimates
are compared with independent, collocated estimates
from rain gauge–calibrated radar at the Kwajalein Atoll
ground validation site, as well as estimates from coin-
cident spaceborne radar and an earlier radiometer al-
gorithm applied to TMI data (version 5). Latent heat-

FIG. 11. Mean V6 TMI Q1� QR (solid line), V6 TMI Q1 (dashed
line), and rawinsonde analysis Q1 (dotted line) profiles for the
period of 15 May–20 Jun 1998, over SCSMEX NESA.
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ing profiles from V6 TMI are compared with estimates
based upon dual-Doppler observations at Kwajalein
that are combined with thermodynamic profiles to ob-
tain profiles of the vertical advection of dry static en-
ergy, a proxy for total diabatic heating. In addition, V6
TMI surface rain rate and latent heating time series are
compared with time series derived from rawinsonde
analyses of heat and moisture budgets over the North-
ern Enhanced Sounding Array of the South China Sea
Monsoon Experiment.

In general, V6 TMI estimates of surface rain rate are
consistent with estimates from ground-based or space-
borne radar, both in terms of instantaneous structure
and quantitative precipitation amounts. The correlation
of instantaneous 0.5°-resolution V6 TMI estimates with
respect to radar-based estimates does not change ap-
preciably relative to V5; however, the high bias previ-
ously noted in V5 estimates is significantly reduced.
The overall reduced bias is attributed to the expanded
cloud-resolving model database supporting the V6 al-
gorithm, as well as the more consistent and specific
convective/stratiform rain separation procedure, which
together reduce the previous high bias in estimated
stratiform rains. The global reduction of bias in V6 TMI
(relative to V5) estimates appears to hold regionally as
well, but to varying degrees. High biases in monthly
2.5°-resolution V6 TMI surface rain-rate estimates are
also reduced relative to V5. The reduction of biases in
satellite rain estimates is critical for current data assimi-
lation and climate analysis applications.

The convective contribution to rain rate is generally
more difficult to estimate than total rain rate, owing to
ambiguities in the separation of convective and strati-
form rains based upon radiance spatial structures and
polarization signatures in the TMI data. Even the
evaluation of TMI algorithm estimates of convective
rain rate is difficult, given differences in the way con-
vective and stratiform rain are defined in the algorithm
relative to ground-based or spaceborne radar observa-
tions. The apparent reduction of the stratiform high
bias in the V6 TMI estimates, previously noted, sug-
gests that the current convective/stratiform rain sepa-
ration is superior to the separation method applied in
V5. Independent confirmation of this result will require
an agreement on the definitions of convective and
stratiform rain in TMI estimates and independent ob-
servations.

Although only limited comparisons of V6 TMI latent
heating estimates with independent estimates are made
in this study, the agreement between these estimates is
reasonable, given the modest information content of
the TMI data, differences in sampling between TMI
and the independent measurement systems, and the

general uncertainty in the independent estimates of
heating. Comparisons of V6 TMI heating profiles with
dual-Doppler profiles indicate that the altitude of maxi-
mum heating is tracked by the TMI estimates, although
the detailed structure of the dual-Doppler profiles is
not reproduced. The magnitude and altitude of the
heating maximum in the mean SCSMEX NESA ra-
winsonde-derived profile is also reproduced in the
TMI-estimated profile. There are notable biases in the
V6 TMI heating estimates, however, including exces-
sive cooling near the surface and just below the freezing
level. These biases are likely the result of biases in the
precipitation water contents of cloud-resolving model
simulations that support the V6 TMI algorithm.

The potential for improvement of the V6 passive mi-
crowave radiometer algorithm depends mainly on what
can be done to reduce biases in the precipitation/latent
heating estimates. Bringing additional information into
the estimation problem is one approach for reducing
biases, but much of the radiative intensity and spatial
gradient information in microwave imagery has already
been exploited. Classification of storm type using the
microwave observations and characterization of the
storm environment from independent observations or
model-based analyses could lead to more specific pre-
cipitation/latent heating estimates and reduced biases.
Latent heating estimation should benefit most from
storm-type/environment information, because the heat-
ing distribution is strongly linked to storm kinematics.

Because V6 estimates are sensitive to the type and
distribution of cloud-resolving-model-simulated pro-
files in the algorithm’s supporting database, there is
great potential for reducing algorithm biases by creat-
ing supporting databases that are more consistent with
naturally occurring profiles at the time/location where
the algorithm is applied; see Shin and Kummerow
(2003). A database constructed from hydrometeor pro-
files retrieved by applying a combined radar–radiom-
eter algorithm to PR–TMI data has also been devel-
oped by the authors; see Grecu and Olson (2006). This
type of database has the advantage that each hydro-
meteor profile is unbiased with respect to both PR and
TMI observations and is independent of cloud-
resolving model assumptions (although some limited
assumptions concerning vertical particle-size distribu-
tions are made). In addition, the natural distribution of
profiles appropriate for a specific radiometer algorithm
application can be derived by repeated application of
the combined PR–TMI algorithm and sorting of the
resulting profiles by storm type, storm environment, or
other contextual conditions. Cloud model simulations
would still be required to associate an appropriate ver-
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tical latent heating profile to each PR–TMI hydro-
meteor profile estimate.

The characterization of random errors in 0.5° � 0.5°
V6 TMI estimates using the error model developed in
Part I appears to be consistent with the magnitudes of
errors determined from comparisons of TMI and PR
rain-rate estimates. This model should be modified to
account for errors in regions where the TMI algorithm
identifies no rain, however. Another source of uncer-
tainty is the potential error in simulated cloud-resolving
model profiles that support the algorithm. If the algo-
rithm’s database is constructed from profiles derived
from PR–TMI combined estimates, as previously dis-
cussed, then this error should be minimized. However,
there will still be some uncertainty that a given profile
in the database occurs with a prescribed frequency, and
this uncertainty can only be resolved by long-term sta-
tistical evaluation of how that profile frequency fluctu-
ates for specified contextual conditions.

Sampling error appears to explain only a portion of
the total error in monthly 2.5°-resolution TMI esti-
mates; algorithm errors make an equally important
contribution, and these errors contain both random and
systematic components. A preliminary analysis suggests
that the contribution from systematic algorithm errors
is often greater in magnitude than that of random al-
gorithm errors at this time–space resolution. Systematic
algorithm errors arise from the physical inconsistency
or nonrepresentativeness of cloud-resolving-model-
simulated profiles that support the algorithm.

Overall, the evaluation of TMI surface rainfall rate
and latent heating based upon independent measure-
ments, along with the results from Part I of this study,
demonstrate that significant improvements have been
made in V6 surface rain-rate estimates relative to those
from V5, and that rain-rate and latent heating estimates
from V6 have value for data assimilation and large-
scale analysis applications.
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